Spelling List D-4

**Spelling Words**

1. cookie  
2. repeating  
3. thief  
4. agree  
5. thirteen  
6. honey  
7. jelly  
8. speaking  
9. brief  
10. leaving

16. freezing  
17. slimy  
18. stream  
19. eager  
20. relieved

**Challenge Words**

21. cotton  
22. building  
23. cousin  
24. receipt  
25. achieve

**About Your Spelling Words**

Each of this week’s words has a long e, or /ē/, sound. This is the vowel you hear in the word **eat**.

The /ē/ sound can be spelled many different ways:

- **ea**, like the word ear  
- **ie**, like the word brief  
- **ee**, like the word meet  
- **ey** or **y**, like the words turkey or baby

One of this week’s spelling word has /ē/ spelled **ei**. Can you find it?